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Abstract
Wurtzite ferroelectric materials are promising candidates for energy-efficient
memory technologies, particularly for applications requiring high operating tem-
peratures. Asymmetric wake-up behaviors, in which the polarization reversal
depends both on polarity and cycle number for the first few dozen cycles,must be
better understood for reliable device operation. Here, the detailed analysis of the
asymmetric wake-up behavior of thin film Al0.94B0.06N was performed combin-
ing time-resolved switching measurements with Rayleigh analysis, piezoelectric
measurements, and etching experiments of progressively switched samples. The
analysis shows that the gradual opening of the polarization hysteresis loops asso-
ciated with wake-up is driven by a gradual increase in the domain-wall density
and/or domain-wall mobility with electric field cycle to the polarity opposite to
the growth polarity. The insights of this discovery will help to guide interface
and polarity design in the eventual deployment of reliable devices based on these
materials.

KEYWORDS
ferroelectricity/ferroelectric materials, magnetron, nitrides, piezoelectric materials/properties,
polarization, sputtering

1 INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric materials are ubiquitous across electronic
technologies in the form of capacitors, piezoelectric
actuators/sensors, energy harvesters, nonlinear optics,
pyroelectric sensors, and positive temperature coefficient

of resistance thermistors.1–6 Thin film ferroelectrics
have further enabled integrated devices such as fer-
roelectric random access memory and piezoelectric
microelectromechanical systems.7,8 Ferroelectric research
is also vibrant for multiferroic9 and photovoltaic10,11
properties and the possibility of negative capacitance,12
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and new concepts keep emerging.12–17 The develop-
ment of new polar materials is of significant interest,
and ferroelectricity has recently been observed or pre-
dicted in several crystal compositions, including fluorite
(Hf,Zr)O2,18 wurtzite (Al,Sc)N,19 and nitride perovskite
LaWN3.19–23
Among the newly discovered ferroelectric mate-

rial classes, the wurtzite-structured ferroelectrics have
enhanced piezoelectric response relative to AlN,24 robust
ferroelectricity with large spontaneous polarization,19,25
and compatibility with both Si and III-N semicon-
ductor technologies. Starting from (Al,Sc)N,19 other
chemistries such as (Al,B)N, (Zn,Mg)O, and (Ga,Sc)N
have been reported to be ferroelectric.25–27 The mecha-
nism and origin of the wurtzite ferroelectrics are being
intensely investigated with the goal to control the fer-
roelectric properties and discover novel ferroelectric
materials.19,28–35 . However, many questions remain,
including the existence or absence of a Curie temperature,
the domain boundary structure,36 and the switching
pathway.37
Polarization reorientation is the defining feature for fer-

roelectrics and is used in many of the abovementioned
devices. Reliable operation of devices that depend upon
polarization reversal requires understanding polarization
switching characteristics associated with kinetics, fatigue,
retention, and—for some systems—wake-up, which is
the remanent polarization increase depending on cycle
number for the first few dozen cycles. The newly dis-
covered HfO2- and AlN-based ferroelectrics often exhibit
wake-up, which is considered a critical issue for device
operation.38–41 Although wake-up behavior is influenced
by material chemistry, deposition process, electrode mate-
rial, and measurement condition, domain-wall pinning
and domain evolution during the voltage cycle are believed
to be universally important.42–45
There has been a recent publication discussing the role

of domain evolution in thin film (Al,B)N on the observed
wake-up behavior.41 However, detailed analysis on the
domain evolution for each polarity with respect to growth
polarity is still incomplete. One key feature of thewurtzite-
structured materials is alignment of the polar axis during
growth (i.e., nitrogen-polar or metal-polar), as opposed to
the mixed-polarity or even random crystallographic orien-
tation commonly seen in other ferroelectrics. This strong
preference for growth polarity during deposition suggests
that the relationship between growth polarity and switch-
ing polarity may influence the wake-up behavior of such
materials.
In this study, it is demonstrated that polarization switch-

ing to the polarity opposite of the growth polarity is critical
to the observedwake-up behavior of thin filmAl0.94B0.06N.
The polarization switching curve is orders of magnitude
slower for the transition from the growth polarity to the

antiparallel polarization state than going from antiparallel
state back to the growth polarity. The domain-wall den-
sity and/or domain-wall mobility for switching from the
antiparallel state to the growth polarity gradually increases
with the number of cycles, causing themeasured remanent
polarization to increase for electric fields just above the
coercive field, resulting in the observed wake-up behavior.
Reversible and irreversible Rayleigh coefficients, piezo-
electric coefficients, and chemical etching results reveal
the domain structure and its evolution with the num-
ber of electric field cycles. These are consistent with
the domain states predicted by the nucleation time and
domain-wall velocity from switching kinetics studies on
the same films.35,41

2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

2.1 Sample synthesis

A 247 nmAl0.94B0.06N filmwas deposited onW/c-sapphire
via magnetron co-sputtering using the following growth
conditions: 2 mTorr of Ar/N2 (5/15 sccm flow), with tar-
get power densities of 12.5 W/cm2 (pulsed DC) on a 2″
diameter Al target (Kurt J. Lesker) and 4.75 W/cm2 (RF)
on a 2″ diameter BN target (Kurt J. Lesker). The sub-
strate was rotated and heated to 325◦C during deposition.
The chamber base pressure at deposition temperature
was < 5 × 10−7 Torr.
Top Au (100 nm)/Ti (5 nm) contacts 50 and 200 μm

in diameter were deposited on the Al0.94B0.06N film via
electron beam evaporation through a photolithographic
pattern.

2.2 Measurements

Ferroelectric polarization—electric field hysteresis loop
measurements were taken with a Precision Multiferroic
system from Radiant Technologies. The applied triangle
excitation field was 6.7 MV/cm at 10 kHz.
The polarization switching curves were measured with

the switching current extracted by positive-up—negative-
down (PUND) measurements,46,47 namely, by subtracting
the current signal associated with the second same-
polarity pulse (including capacitive current and resistive
current) from that of the first pulse (including switch-
ing current, capacitive current, and resistive current).
The voltage pulses were applied through a top electrode,
and the current flowing was measured using a tran-
simpedance amplifier connected to the bottom electrode
(Figure 1a). The details of the custommeasurement system
designed to cover < ± 200 V and > 200 ns measurement
range to observe sample-limited ferroelectric switching in
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F IGURE 1 Schematic of PUND measurement setup: (a) diagram for connection between sample, pulse generator, and sensing
amplifier; (b) pulse sequence programmed in pulse generator for each cycle of the PUND measurement.

sub-microsecond order was reported elsewhere.48 In the
current study, pulse sequences of 200 Hz with a duty cycle
(i.e., the field-on:field-off ratio) of 2% and amplitude of
6.7 MV/cm were applied to the sample.
Cycling dependence of switching kinetics, Rayleigh

behavior, piezoelectric properties, and chemical etching
were acquired following sequential PUNDpulses as shown
in Figure 1b. Polarization switching curves were measured
from the difference of the current flowing under P (or N)
and U (or D) pulses at each cycle. Following the standard
PUND procedure, an initial “preset” pulse was applied
before the P pulse for each cycle to set the sample in a
known state prior to the PUND cycle; thus, the film state
prior to a P pulse should not be confused with the virgin,
as-grown state. Rayleigh behaviors observed with various
amplitudes of AC voltage (10 kHz) were linearly-fitted to
determine the irreversible Rayleigh coefficients at the state
prior to P and N pulses for each cycle. Effective piezoelec-
tric d33,eff coefficients weremeasured using a double-beam
laser interferometer from aixACCT at the state prior to P
or N pulses for each cycle. Phosphoric acid etching (85◦C
for 10 min) and surface SEM observation (JEOL 7000F,
acceleration voltage 10 kV) were carried out for six distinct
capacitor devices on the single film. Those devices under-
went PUND cycles stopping at the state prior to P and N
pulses for 2, 5, and 20 cycles. Before the phosphoric acid
etching, the top electrodes were removed by 1%HF etching
for 2 h. Therewas no significant change in the film after the
HF etching, in good agreement with the slow HF etching
rate of AlN.49

3 RESULTS

3.1 Polarization–field (P–E) loops

Thin film Al0.94B0.06N exhibits significant wake-up behav-
ior in polarization—electric field (P–E) loops as shown in

Figure 2. The P–E loops shown in Figure 2a (and Figure S1)
were taken with repeated electric field excitation (10 kHz
triangular wave with 6.7 MV/cm, 110% of the coercive field
of the film defined by (+Ec+(−Ec))/2 after the wake-up
under the primary measurement conditions used here.
The P–E hysteresis loops gradually open with increasing
number of cycles.
The remanent polarization values extracted from the

P–E loops indicate that more than 20 cycles are required
to saturate the hysteresis loops under these measure-
ment conditions (Figure 2b). The positive side of the
loops exhibit clear and sharp saturation throughout the
wake-up process, implying that the downward polarity
with respect to the laboratory reference frame shown in
Figure 1a corresponding to a nitrogen polar film surface
initially dominates the film and is gradually replaced with
an upward poled (metal polar) state under applied negative
electric field with an increasing number of cycles.
Figure 2c presents the positive and negative coercive

fields after hysteresis saturation (> 20 cycles) extracted
from the P–E loops. The negative coercive field is larger
than the positive coercive field. In addition, the negative
coercive field decreases with the number of cycles whereas
the positive coercive field slightly increases. These results
suggest the transition to metal polar from nitrogen polar
under a negative electric field controls the wake-up behav-
ior. The wake-up behavior is drive-amplitude dependent;
that is, the larger the amplitude, the fewer cycles required
for wake-up as shown in Figure S2.

3.2 Time-dependent polarization

To understand the wake-up behavior in both polarities,
the time-dependent polarization evolution under P and N
pulses (Figure 3) was directly examined. This is because
the P–E loops plotted in Figure 2a do not explicitly
include any information about the time dependence of the
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1526 YAZAWA et al.

F IGURE 2 Wake-up behavior of thin film Al0.94B0.06N; all loops are centered on the polarization axis: (a) cycle dependence of
polarization—electric field curves measured using 6.7 MV/cm 10 kHz triangular excitation; (b) average remanent polarization
((+Pr+(−Pr)/2) as a function of number of cycles showing that polarization wake-up takes >20 cycles to reach steady state switching for the
excitation condition; and (c) observed coercive fields during the wake-up process.

F IGURE 3 Polarization switching kinetics for both polarities: (a) cycle dependence of polarization evolution; (b) extracted t̄imp as a
function of number of cycles. t̄imp from N–D pulses is orders of magnitudes larger than that from P–U pulses. (c) Extracted τpeak as a function
of number of cycles, whereas τpeak from N–D pulses is invariant with cycle number, that from P–U increases with cycles.

polarization reversal process. Figure 3a illustrates the cycle
dependence of the switching polarization during each
pulse (red: polarization extracted from current during
P–U pulses, blue: polarization from N–D pulses). There
is no significant switching during the first cycle for either
polarity. For cycles 2 and beyond, the polarization curves
from the N–D pulses transitioning the polarity of the film
to upward polarity (metal polar) from downward polar-
ity (nitrogen polar) gradually shift toward faster times.
Meanwhile, the polarization curves from the P—U pulses
transitioning the polarity of the film to downward polarity
(nitrogen polar) from upward polarity (metal polar) shift
toward slower times. The absolute transition times of the
polarization curves from the N—D pulses are consistently
slower than that from the P—U pulses, suggesting the
polarization switching under N—D is less favorable. This
is consistent with the initial polarity (nitrogen polar) and
decrease in coercive field at the negative electric field with
cycles observed in Figure 2a,c.
The polarization switching curve can be fitted with a

simultaneous nucleation and growth model35 to analyze
the competition of nucleation and growth. From the

fitting, one can identify the nucleation rate peak time τpeak
expressed as35

𝜏peak = 𝑚

√
𝑚 − 1

𝑚𝛼
(1)

where m stands for mth-order nucleation rate, and α is
a constant determining the peak position time. Also, the
average impingement time tīmp is calculated with the
following equation35:

𝑡imp =
1

2𝑣
√
𝑑𝑁 (∞)

(2)

where v is the domain-wall velocity, d is the thickness, and
N(∞) is the saturated density of nuclei. As seen in Equa-
tion (2), the average impingement time is closely related to
both the growth velocity and saturated density of nuclei.
Figure 3b,c shows the fittable ranges of the tīmp and

τpeak for the experimental polarization curves, which can
provide mechanistic insight about the cycle dependence
of the polarization-switching curves and the wake-up
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YAZAWA et al. 1527

F IGURE 4 Rayleigh behavior for each cycle at states prior to P and N pulses: (a) relative permittivity increases with AC electric field
amplitude, suggesting irreversible domain wall motion. Slopes of the curves vary with the number of cycles. (b) Irreversible Rayleigh
coefficients, α, extracted from the slopes of the curves. Cycling dependence curves have opposite trends depending on the polarity.

behavior. Note that each experimental curve can be fit with
a range of t ̄imp and τpeak values.35 Both polarities exhibit
a reduction in tīmp with a number of cycles that indicates
the domain-wall velocity and/or the saturated number of
nuclei vN(∞)1/2 increases with cycle, implying either or
both the domain-wall velocity and saturated density of
nuclei increase. The nucleation rate peak τpeak, however,
shows different trends depending on the polarity of the
reversal. The τpeak associated with N—D (metal → nitro-
gen polarity) pulses is invariant of the number of cycles,
whereas that fromP—U(nitrogen→metal polarity) pulses
increases with cycling. The root cause of the P—U curve
shift to slower times with cycles seen in Figure 3a is the
reduction in the nucleation rate. Those results suggest that
the gradual t ̄imp reduction (increased domain-wall veloc-
ity) resulted in slower transition curves from the N—D
pulses is associated with the wake-up behavior seen in the
P–E loops. The switching curve shift to faster time under
the N—D pulses corresponds to a reduction in coercive
field in the negative lobe of the P—E loops with the num-
ber of cycles, as it is common for polarization reversal to
have a strong dependence on field above Ec.35,50,51

3.3 Cycle dependence of permittivity
and Rayleigh coefficient

The decrease in nucleation rate for the polarization switch-
ing curves under P—Upulses and increase in domain-wall
velocity or the saturated density of nuclei for polarization
switching curves under the N—D pulses are consistent
with the Rayleigh response52,53 measured in this study.
Figure 4a illustrates the cycle dependence of the relative
permittivity as a function of AC electric field amplitude
prior to each P (red) and N (blue) pulse. The curves
show the increase in relative permittivity with both cycles

and AC electric field amplitude attributed to domain-wall
contributions driven by an electric field. The slopes of
the curves, irreversible Rayleigh coefficients that repre-
sent the field-driven domain-wall motion going over the
domain pinning energy barriers, are extracted and plotted
in Figure 4b.
The irreversible Rayleigh coefficients in both polar-

ities increase as the film is cycled, which is in good
agreement with a previous wake-up study,41 although the
specific behavior for each polarity is different. A mono-
tonic increase in the irreversible Rayleigh coefficients is
seen in the state before N pulses (nitrogen polar), whereas
a peak of the irreversible Rayleigh coefficients is observed
in the state before P pulses (metal polar). The mono-
tonic increase in the state before N pulses can originate
from either the monotonic increase in the domain-wall
velocity or existing domain-wall density associated with
existing nuclei at the stage prior to N pulses. The reversible
Rayleigh coefficients, which is the relative permittivity
intercepts at E = 0, also substantially increase with the
number of cycles (Figure 4a). The reversible Rayleigh coef-
ficients represent the sum of the intrinsic response and
the reversible domain-wall motion within each potential
well of spatially distributed pinning centers.52 Long-range
movement of reversible domain walls is not significant
because the walls remain pinned, so that the increase of
the reversible Rayleigh coefficient implies the domain-
wall density increaseswith cycles. This discussion provides
an insight that the monotonic increase in the coupled
parameter vN(∞)1/2 (or decrease in tīmp) seen in Figure 3b
originates at least in part from an increase in the saturated
nucleus density N(∞) caused by the increase in the num-
ber of existing nucleation sites; it is also possible that the
velocity changes.
The peak in irreversible Rayleigh coefficients observed

in the state before P pulses can be attributed to both the
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1528 YAZAWA et al.

F IGURE 5 Cycling dependence of piezoelectric properties for states prior to P and N pulses: (a) evolution of effective piezoelectric
coefficients for each polarity with cycle number; (b) the gradual increase of the absolute value of effective piezoelectric coefficient with cycles
for the state prior to P pulses and convergence with the value for the state prior to N pulses that shows no significant change with a number of
cycles.

large domain-wall density and domain-wall velocity, but
the domain-wall density is likely the main origin given
the decrease of the irreversible Rayleigh coefficients at >2
cycles and increase in the reversible Rayleigh coefficients.
The decrease in the irreversible Rayleigh coefficient with
cycles > 2 reflects the nucleation rate peak time shown
in Figure 3c. This gives an insight that the domain walls
and antiparallel domains exist in significant numbers com-
pared to the other polarity (before N pulses) even before
applying P pulses (cycle >2) and accelerate the nucleation
rate.35

3.4 Cycle dependence of piezoelectric
coefficient

The presence of preexisting domain walls from pre-pulse
before the P pulse are confirmed via piezoelectric property
measurements. The wurtzite crystallography allows only
two possible polarization directions [0 0 0 1] and [0 0 0 1̄],
and the high degree of texture of these films19,54,55 as seen
in the XRD profile of the film (Figure S3) justifies the
focus on only two domain states. Existence of antipar-
allel domains would both introduce 180◦ domain walls
and reduce the measured piezoelectric response. Figure 5a
shows the cycle dependence of the measured piezoelectric
coefficients prior to each P (red) and N (blue) pulse. Before
N pulses, the coefficient is positive due to the downward
polar (nitrogen polar) state that is in phasewith the applied
electric field. Before P pulses, the coefficient is negative
due to the upward polar (metal polar) state (at cycle >2)
that is opposite to the applied electric field phase. Before
the first P pulse, the coefficient is positive because the
film does not undergo the polarization switching to metal
polar fromnitrogen polar, which is in good agreementwith
the polarization evolution and Rayleigh behavior shown

in Figures 3a and 4a. Those behaviors are consistent with
the cycle dependence of the polarization evolution and
Rayleigh behavior.
The measured piezoelectric coefficients illuminate the

mixed polar state followed by the pre-pulse prior to the
P pulses. Figure 5b shows effective piezoelectric coeffi-
cients for cycle >2 prior to each P (red) and N (blue)
pulse. The effective piezoelectric coefficients prior to N
pulses show no significant change with the number of
cycles. This result indicates the volume of the antiparal-
lel domains associatedwith an increase in the domain-wall
density (confirmed in theRayleigh coefficient, Figure 4a,b)
is not significant enough to affect the effective piezoelectric
coefficients within the error of the measurements.
As for the state prior to P pulses, there is a signif-

icant increase in the measured piezoelectric coefficient
observed. The effective piezoelectric coefficient eventually
reaches values similar to that of the state prior to N pulses
at 20 cycles. These behaviors indicate that the polar mix-
ture state exists prior to the P pulses and dissolves with
cycling. The state prior to the N pulses does not have a sig-
nificant polar mixture state. These results are consistent
with the cycle dependence of the nucleation rate peak posi-
tion, and Rayleigh behavior and support the assertion that
a fast nucleation rate assisted by existing domain walls at
the state followed by the pre-pulse plays the key role in the
fast switching under P—U pulses at lower cycle numbers.

3.5 Location of antiparallel domains

The next question is where the domain walls and associ-
ated 180◦ domains arising at the timing followed by the
pre-pulse and before the P pulse are located. AlN-based
films exhibit polarity selectivity to hot phosphoric acid, so
chemical etching (see Section 2) combined with plan-view
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YAZAWA et al. 1529

F IGURE 6 SEM images of Al0.94B0.06N films after phosphoric acid etching following various numbers of PUND switching cycles. States
prior to P pulses are highly M-polar, and little etching takes place regardless of cycle number. Prior to N pulses, films are majority N-polar,
leading to rapid etching and exposure of the bottomW electrode. A gradual reduction in the volume of a post-etching film residue with cycle
number suggests a corresponding reduction in mixed-polarity state. The color and contrast of the images are emphasized to visually
distinguish between the film residue and exposed W electrode.

SEM observation provides a complementary method to
observe film polarity prior to the P and N pulses (Figure 6).
As-deposited films and those before N pulses etched

completely in 10 min, consistent with the fast etch rate
of the nitrogen polar state, and the underlying W elec-
trode is exposed. The as-deposited polar state is consistent
with the P–E loops (Figure 1a) and piezoelectric mea-
surements (Figure 5a). The film residue decreases with
increasing cycles under N pulses, supporting the related
discussion that the antiparallel domain volume associated
with the domain-wall density at the states followed by U
pulses prior to N pulses is small as seen in the piezoelec-
tric measurements (Figure 5b). Prior to a P pulse, the film
should be in a (majority) metal-polar state, which etches
slowly. Consistent with this, such films remain ∼235 nm
thick (i.e., ∼15 nm etched, measured with a profilome-
ter) regardless of a number of cycles >2, which indicates
that there is no significant difference in the polarity at the
top electrode/film interface as a function of the number of
cycles.
Given those etching results and facts that the polariza-

tion evolution, Rayleigh behavior, and piezoelectric mea-
surements consistently indicate the presence of domain
walls after the preset pulses and before the P pulses, it is
concluded that nitrogen polar domains are located in the
vicinity of the film/bottom electrode interface and do not
pass completely through the thickness. Indeed, Wolff et al.
reported a few nm layer of an antiparallel polar region at
the interface between the bottom electrode and (Al,Sc)N
thin film after a polarization switching event.54 In the

wake-up process (<5 cycles) shown in this study, the vol-
ume of the nitrogen polar domains in the macroscopically
metal polar state prior to P pulses is larger than a few nm
layer given the 20%–35% decrease of effective piezoelectric
coefficient. Under P pulses during the wake-up cycle,
emerging nitrogen polar domains likely nucleate from the
preexisting domains, which facilitates the polarization
switching at <5 cycles as seen in Figure 3a.

4 DISCUSSION

The self-consistency of the previous results supports the
comprehensive mechanistic model of the switching and
wake-up behavior shown in Figure 7. Following the pre-
set pulse but prior to P pulses, there exist nitrogen
polar domains at the film/W interface, as evidenced
by the large reversible and irreversible Rayleigh coeffi-
cients (Figure 4a,b), cycle-dependent piezoelectric mea-
surements (Figure 5b), and etching results (Figure 6);
these serve as nucleation sites for subsequent switch-
ing as shown schematically in Figure 7a. As the number
of cycles is increased, the volume of these pre-pulse-
induced nitrogen-polar domains and associated domain
walls decrease as seen in the Rayleigh behavior (Figure 4b)
and piezoelectric measurements (Figure 5b), and corre-
spondingly, the nucleation rate peak position shifts later
and later in time (Figure 3c). This leads to a slower overall
polarization switching transition at higher cycle numbers
(Figure 3a) even though the impingement time becomes
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1530 YAZAWA et al.

F IGURE 7 Schematic of domain (a) at state followed by pre-pulse prior to P pulses, and under P pulses, and (b) at state followed by U
pulse prior to N pulses. Yellow regions represent upward polarity (metal polar) and green represents downward polarity (nitrogen polar). Fast
transition under P pulses does not contribute to wake-up, whereas the gradual domain wall density and/or velocity during the slow transition
under N pulses play a key role in wake-up behavior.

faster with increased cycles (Figure 3b) as supported by
the decreased irreversible Rayleigh coefficient (Figure 4b).
However, the impingement time under P pulses is orders
of magnitude faster than that under N pulses, so the
domain evolution under P pulses does not contribute to the
observed wake-up behavior.
Instead, wake-up behavior is dominated by domain evo-

lution under N pulses as shown in Figure 7b. The slower
switching kinetics of N pulses (Figure 3a) corresponds
to the larger coercive field at a negative electric field for
a given measurement frequency. The volume of metal
polar domains prior to N pulses is insignificant as con-
firmed by the piezoelectric measurements (Figure 5b), and
the residue after etching decreases with cycle number
(Figure 6), whereas the number of the small nucleation
sites increases (Figure 4a,b). After the N pulse is applied,
domain nucleation occurs in ∼1 μs (Figure 3c), and by
∼10 μs, domain growth and impingement are essentially
complete, and the saturated density of nuclei increases
with number of cycles as evidenced in Figures 3b, 4a,b.
This gradual increase in the saturated density of nuclei
plays a key role in the wake-up behavior that is the gradual
coercive field decrease at a negative electric field applied
from the top electrode with cycles.

5 CONCLUSION

In summary, the wake-up behavior associated with
domain evolution of an Al0.94B0.06N film is elucidated
with a combination of polarization switching kinetics,
Rayleigh analysis, piezoelectric measurements, and etch-
ing experiments for both polarities. The mixed polarity
domains were observed prior to the transition to nitrogen

polar (downward polarity) under the positive electric
field pulses, at a fewer number of cycles. This mixed
polarity state accelerates the switching transition. On the
other hand, there was no significant density of mixed
polarity domains observed prior to the transition to metal
polar (upward polarity) under the negative electric field
pulses regardless of the number of cycles, which causes
slower switching kinetics than the transition to nitrogen
polar under the positive electric field pulses. In addition,
the domain-wall density increases with cycles, causing
switching curves for the transition to the metal polar state
to shift to faster times with increasing cycles, although the
kinetics are still slower than the complementary transition
to the nitrogen polar state. This gradual domain-wall den-
sity increase for the transition from nitrogen polar (growth
polarity) to metal polar is the key origin of the wake-up
behavior, as it drives a gradual decrease in coercive field
for fixed switching parameters under a negative electric
field during the wake-up process.
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